
Water Garden FAQ’s 

How to fold excess liner? 

Any liner that is remaining after lining the pond that exceeds 6-12” should be 

folded under. Should there come a time that settlement occurs or there is a shift 

for some reason the liner can be used to extend an area if needed. 

 

Is there an easy way to fold the liner in a corner? 

The easiest way to manage a corner is to take the center of the excess and lift it 

straight upward at a 90-degree angle to the ground. By dividing the extra liner in 

half the area to manage is smaller. Each half can be tucked into the corner 

from the lowest point, working upward to crease the liner into the corner. Follow 

by gently laying the liner over the board on each side.  

 

Are there any tips for stream creation? 

In small streams stone can be foamed underneath to force the flow into the 

center and prevent it from seeking passage under the stones. For large streams 

the same principle can be followed in a meandering path. Driftwood, boulders 

and other ornaments may also be placed in the path of the flow to create a 

diversion of flow. Forcing water through narrow and wide pathways will change 

flow rates, sounds and add interesting movement. 

 

Do ponds create mosquitos? 

Mosquitos prefer stagnant pools for breeding. A pond with good circulation is 

unlikely to harbor mosquito larvae. If fish, tadpoles or other carnivorous insects 

like dragonfly or damselfly larvae are present they will consume mosquito larvae 

keeping the pond free from mosquitos.  

 

Why don't my waterlilies bloom? 

Likely the most frequently asked question of all. Waterlilies grow across the 

surface of the soil and when they reach the edge of the growing area they 

have to make a choice to try and grow through the pot, over the top of the pot, 

or turn and grow around the pot. All these options cause stress and limit the 

energy to produce flowers. Waterlilies need plenty of room to grow so choose a 

wide but shallow container, like 16” wide by 7” deep.  

 

Should waterlilies be deadheaded? 

Deadheading is not required. Waterlilies naturally draw down the flowers under 

water as they progress so by the time they expire they are under water. 

Removing spent flowers will only increase blooming slightly and the spent flowers 

will make great compost if you are inclined.  

 

 

Are ponds difficult to take care of? 

Not at all! The most important thing to remember is that a pond is a closed 

ecosystem reliant on balance to thrive. Too much or too little of any one thing 



will create an imbalance. Too many fish. Too much fish food. Too many leaves in 

the bottom. Too little plants. Not enough circulation. Etc. Be observant and 

make sure to mange the components periodically to keep the balance in 

check. 

 

How do I fertilize aquatic plants? 

Granular fertilizer is easy to use at the time of planting ands lasts approximately 

90 days. Aquatic plant tablets can be added to plants in pots by pushing them 

finger deep into the pot and squeezing the soil back over the hole to prevent 

fertilizer from releasing back into the water. 

 

Overwintering plants? 

Plants that are winter hardy to the location of the pond can be left ‘in place’ for 

the winter months. Plants that are tropical to your location can be moved in for 

winter or discarded and replaced with something new the following spring. To 

check your plant hardiness, enter your zip code here - 

https://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/   

 

Fall pond care? 

In fall it is best to trim deteriorating foliage prior to it decomposing into the pond. 

Foliage removal helps reduce nutrients that are consumed during the growing 

season helping maintain good water quality. 

 

Edible aquatic plants? 

Although not traditional, there are plenty of edible aquatic plants for the garden 

pond. Lotus, Chinese Water Chestnuts, Aquatic Mint (use caution, it is mint), 

Sweet Flag, Cattails, Water Dock, and Water Hawthorne to name a few. Some 

trial and error may be required.  
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